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Pricing
Type

Price for report only

Price including 30 minute
consulting call

Single user license: for 1 individual

$5,499

Not available

Multi user license: can be shared
with 5 individuals in organization

$6,499

Not available

Corporate license: can be shared in
entire organization

$7,999

$9,499

Note: If you are interested
in receiving some of the
underlying data used in
the report, this can be
discussed on a case by
case basis. This additional
data includes downside
and upside cases for the
market size, as well as
more detailed market
mapping of the individual
players in the market.

Further consulting support can be
agreed on top of this depending on
your precise scope and
requirements. Price will be agreed
depending on scope
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Full slide preview
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If you are an IT security professional or senior leader whose
organization depends on keeping critical data secure, you
need to be ahead of the quantum future. Because it’s not a
question of IF data will be compromised using quantum
science, it’s a matter of WHEN.
• With the launch of Safe Quantum, John Prisco advises organizations including Toshiba,
the Chicago Quantum Exchange and the National Science Foundation in the areas of postquantum cryptography, quantum key distribution and quantum computing.
• He is a member of the Forbes Technology Council, where he writes and comments on quantum
and security issues, and industry groups such as the Quantum Economic Development
Consortium (QED-C), the Quantum Industry Coalition (QIC), QED-C Use Case TAC, QKD TAC
and Quantum Legal TAC. He is also a member of the ITU, where he represented U.S. interests
in developing standards for QKD and QRNG.
• John is a U.S. representative at the U.S.-Japan Quantum Cooperation Workshop.
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